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ti. Hymno(liaGotica:DieMozarabisdunHymnen,Lapag,iSyT-- • '••'• : ' h / . .. 
15. M. Diaz y Diaz, Dt Isidore al sigh XL Ocho estudios sobrc la rida ttterariapeninsular, Barcelona, 

lijys, 237-288. . 

16. Brigitu Thorsberg, Eludes sur VHymnohgie Mozarabe, Studia Latina Stockholmicnsa, Stockholm, 
1962, mantiene que b rebcion de iostrumentos musicalcs que cita cste hinmo no rcfleja las 
costumbrcs de b epoca, como cree Perez de Urbel, sino que es una rccopibdon de instiumentos 

.̂ '̂ tornados de diversas fuentes literarias. £s un trabajo crudito. 

17. Justo Perei de Urbel, 'Los himnos mozarabes', Lttras de Deusto, 12 [1976], 57-78, pone de relieve 
, ocros muchbs ejcmplos de apropiacion. 

18. Thorsberg, op. cit., 11-14, recuerda b amistad de Eulogio y Alvaro y cbmo despues que el 
primero enseiio al segundo b metrica cuantitativa, este se mostro desdeiioso con b poesia ritmica; 
p.136: despues de escribir a Juan de Sevilb sobre el emplco de los cbsicos en 851, Alvaro no 
volvio a escribir versos ritmicos. Perez de Urbel, op. cit., p.6o, cita a San Julian de Toledo, que 
combatia la poesia ritmica como fruto de b pereza y de b ignorancia. Moseh ibn 'Ezra ya vjejo, se 
arrepicnte de haber compuesto poesias amatorias y moaxajas. 

19. Raby, A History of Christian-Latin Poetryfiom the beginnings to the close of the Middle Ages, Oxford, 
1927, 2nda ed. 1953, p.210. El AUeluu musical se trajo del este y se conservo sobre todo en b 
ambrosiana, galicana y mozarabe. En el S.V11I a la melodia del jubilus, una brga a, se le aiiadio un 
texto o prosa. Yosef SzoverfTy, A Concise History of Medieval Latin Hymnody: Religious Lyrics 
between Antiquity and Humanism, Medieval Classics: Texts and Studies ig, Leiden, 1985, afirma que 
en Espaiia se introdujo en el s.VlI la costumbre de decir adios a la Aleluya, y despues del 900 el 
darle la bienvenida, que es moda carolingia. Higinio Angles, 'Jewish Music in Medieval Spain', 
Yuval. 1 [1968], rcproducido y traducido al ingles en E. Wemer, Contributions to a Historical Study 
of Jewish Music, New York, 1976, pp.207-227, c iu las pabbras de San Isidore de Sevilb, 'Alleluia 
canere, canticum est Hcbraeorum'. Per otra parte afirma (p.209) que el Ordo y repertorio 
liturgico musical ya estaba completo en la peninsula iberica antes de b invasion musulmana. 

20. Peter Dronke, Medieval Latin and the Rise of the European Love-lyric, Oxford, 1965, vol.i, p.27, 
una, al parecer, ineradicable ola de 'cantica turpia et luxuriosa' 'puellarum cantica' 'illecebra 
cantica et luxus secularis'. Solo lasjarchas nos han conservado algo de como eran. 

21. Concilios visigoticos e hispano-romanos, edicion preparada por Jose Vives, con la cobboracion de 
Tomas Marin Martinez, Gonzalo Martinez Diez, Barcelona y Madrid, 1963. Debo agradecer a 
mi gran amigo, catedratico de Filologb Latina de la Universidad de Barcelona, el Dr. Virgilio 
Bejarano, el haberme ayudado a entender rectamente puntuado el texto latino. A el tambien 
debo el conocimiento de los libros de Norberg, que durante muchos meses me presto para que yo 
los estudiara. 

22. Jorge Pinell, Liber Orationum Psalmographus, Colectas de Salmos del Antigua Rito Hispanico, 
recomposicion y edicion critica, Barcelona y Madrid, 1972. 

23. Anuario de Estudios Medievales, 5 (1968], 445-462. 

24. Grundriss der romanischen Lituraturen des Miltelahers, Heidelberg, 1972, vol.1, pp.206-215. 

25. fl/-.4n(/<ilHJ, 21 [1956], 303-338. 

26. La integracion judia no se produjo solo en b Espaiia pre-musulmana; tambien en Francia los 
concilios y autoridades religiosas de b Galia se escandalizaban de b creciente convivenda 
judeo-cristiana: A.Z. Idelson, 'Parallels between the Old-French and the Jewish Song', Acta 
Musicologica, 1933, p.162, reproducido en Wemer, Contributions, pp.200-206. 

Some Remarks on the Present-Day Tradition 
^''of Andalusian Muw3.ssa.h.2Lt in North Africa 

ARIE SCHIPPERS' , 

$?; Some years ago I came into contact with the present-day tradition of 
Andalusian muivaihh in North Africa, in three main ways: firstly, when a 
colleague at the University of Amsterdam, Leo J. Plenckers, asked me to 

V consider the texts of his musical recordings made in Algeria;* secondly, 
' when I was asked to look at an anonymous nineteenth-century Maghribi 
\ manuscript of songs which was being catalogued at the Leiden University 

Library;^ and thirdly when my attention was drawn to a Hebrew book with 
Hturgical music, pubhshed in Tunis at the beginning of this century, in 
which rehgious songs were listed according to the melodies of Arabic 
muivaHahat andalusiyya.^ 

The Leiden manuscript and the Hebrew song-book, as well as a modem 
Algerian anthology of Yalas and HafnawT,^ which is based on interviews 
and interrogations of traditional musicians about the old repertoire, give a 
good insight into the texts of modern Maghribi muwaSSah songs in all their 
variants. 

Leo Plenckers' view about the relationship between music and the text of 
the muwasSahdt is that although an a priori relationship between music and 
text is not necessary in general, in these Maghribi muivaShhdt such a link 
seems to be provable. He believes that the texts of the muwaHahat are set to 
music according to fixed musical patterns. The nucleus of such a pattern is 
formed by a long syllable preceded by a short one. The long syllable always 
coincides with a comparatively strong beat of the melody and the preceding 
short one with a comparatively weak beat. All remaining syllables are 
placed on alternating weak and strong beats, with the syllable immediately 
preceding the short one having a strong beat, and the syllable immediately 
following the long one having a comparatively weak beat. On the other 
hand, it should be noted that earlier Plenckers demonstrated the likeness 
between the musical form of the modem muwaHahat and that of the 
medieval Cantigas de Santa Maria.^ 

No notation of Arabic music in the Middle Ages is available. The earhest 
information we possess is a notice by a European traveller about a song of 
the muwaHah repertoire, which he had heard during a trip in North Africa in 
the eighteenth century.* We may suppose, however, that the musical 
tradition of the muwaHahdt must be a very old one, imported by musicians 
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and singers who originally came from al-Andalus and emigrated to the 
Maghrib because of changing political circumstances. Thus present day 
Maghribi music may tell us something about an old musical tradition which 
may have its roots in the Middle Ages, as may also be concluded from the 
similarity with the music of the Cantigas de Santa Maria. Nowadays, 
however, the tradition risks being forgotten through the impact of modem 
Hfe and the possible influence of music from other areas, including westem 
music. Thus recordings of the old musical tradition are of crucial importance. 
The Algerian anthology of Yalas and Hafnawl is apparently an attempt to 
preserve that old tradition, though clearly a printed book, without musical 
notation, has serious Umitations in that respect. The collection was apparently 
made by interviewing old musicians and asking them about the old texts. I 
should emphasize, however, that there is a possibiUty that the original 
medieval musical tradition developed into a totally different one, long 
before the eighteenth century, when the first muu/aHah of this tradition was 
written down in westem musical notation. This development could perhaps 
have taken place at the court of Alfonso el Sabio of Castile and Leon, 
1252-84. 

In this paper, however, I wish to consider the possibiUty that the 
present-day recordings of so-called Andalusian muwaslahdt can shed hght 
upon some questions involving muwassah tradition, especially with regard to 
the performance of the songs, despite the fact that only a handful of ancient 
muu/aHahdt figure in the modem collections. I am less pessimistic than Stern, 
who over twenty years ago made the observation, 'We have lost perhaps a 
chance which could have been taken a century or a half a century ago to 
observe the last phases of the living tradition of the Andalusian muwashh'.'' 

I shall deal with several aspects of the musical tradition of the muwassahdt 
in North Africa in order to allow you to assess its value in the context of the 
different problems connected with the older Andalusian stanzaic poems. In 
what follows I shall therefore touch on their language, themes, formal 
structure, and matters connected with performance and imitation. 

The anthologies usually give the complete surviving version of the 
poem, consisting of five or six couplets. Complete muwaHahdl in the classical 
Andalusian form are not found, though pieces by Ibn BaqT, Ibn Zuhr, Ibn 
Sahl and Ibn al-Khatib are preserved in part.^ The poems are arranged 
according to melodic notes and rhythmic modes. 

However, when it comes to performance, the basic point to note is that 
the muwaSSahdt are always put to music in fragments. This may be an 
indication of a change in tradition, as TanhiJm Yemsalml impUes that in his 
experience the whole of the muu/aihh was sung.' On the other hand, in the 
classical Kitdb al-Aghdm the musical pieces are normally only three or four 
line fragments of poems which are in reaUty much longer. Usually only two 
'couplets' of a muwaiiah are used in any one musical performance. 

(. 
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The units which are sung during a performance are mostly the 
;]: combination of matla' and dawr followed by a quji (the terms normally used 
> by the musicians in preference to gusn and simt). Sometimes there is no 
f matla', in which case the poem falls into the aqra' 'bald* category, 

; well-known in the classical Andalusian muwaiiah. In the terminology of the 
musicians the matla' (and the qujt) consists of two musical phrases, which are 

(;, different from those of the dawr, followed by a third, called ruju', which is 
similar to the musical phrases of the dawr. 

Fragments of different poems of the same melodic modes {tab', tuba') arc 
) combined with each other to make up a nawba 'suite'. The sequence consists 

of a succession of five movements {fast, Jusul) or five rhythmic modes 
{niizdn, mawdzTn) in the following order: musaddar, hatd'iht, darj, insirdf, 

t khlds.^° 
The tempo of the songs becomes faster as the performance of the nawba 

progresses. Whereas the musaddar and batd'ihi are sung with a slow cadence, 
based on a binary rhythm, the darj is faster and can have a ternary as well as a 
binary rhythm, and the insirdf and khlds are even faster and always with a 
ternary rhythm. Particularly at the end of the khlds there is a sensible 
acceleration of the rhythm. 

The themes of these muwaslahdt are the same as those of the classical 
Andalusian muwaHah: the love themes that are common to all periods of 
Arabic Hterature; pre-Islamic themes such as the weeping of the lover over 
the remains of the encampment of the beloved's tribe; the erotic themes of 
the poetry of 'Umar ibn AbT Rabfa (644-711), with the well-known 
obstacles to love of the wdii 'slanderer', 'ddil 'reprocher', hasiid 'jealous 
person' and raqib 'watcher'; 'Udhri elegaic motifs about the weeping of the 
lover on the frustration of his longings and being far away from his beloved; 
and the drinking or garden scene, in which the passion of the lover is 
directed towards the pourer of the wine, be it a boy or a girl servant. These 
themes are not much built up rhetorically, unlike later non-stanzaic poetry. 
In the corpus of modern Maghribi muwaHahdt one normally finds only the 
barest form of the motif, e.g: 

Separation of my beloved clothed me in thinness.** 

The language of the modem muwaHah collections varies. Sometimes it 
appears to be almost classical. At others dialectal features are prominent 
throughout, particularly with the imperatives, the rendering of diphthongs 
(which may vary according to individual singers), and the eUsion ofhamza. 

This language mix may be reasonably viewed as Andalusian dialect with 
a strong leaning towards the classical language, sometimes with the 
influence of modem Maghribi dialects because of the background of the 
singers giving the performance. From time to time these singers deviate 
from the original text, either for reasons of performance, or because they no 
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longer imderstand the original meaning of the text, or because they fall back 
on their own dialect. . 

With the Leiden manuscript one has the impression that in many places 
the language has moved in the direction of dialect. This can be seen from the 
way that, for example, sabab is written as sabdb, with a long second syllable, 
a change typical of westem Arabic dialects. 

Yalas and HafhawT, on the contrary, appear to give a more balanced 
view of the original song texts, especially from the point of view of the use 
of classical Arabic. Sometimes, however, the nature of the rhymes makes a 
classical reading impossible, and a dialectal reading highly probable. This 
can be clearly seen in words that have a short final syllable in classical Arabic 
but require a long syllable for rhyming purposes. Perhaps the most obvious 
dialect features in the texts are interrogatives such as e/, J/, 'a/JJ; the 
combination lasbad (classical Id budda); and the intermittent disappearance of 
the fourth form of the verb, through the eUsion of hamza, as mentioned 
above. *̂  

I should now Uke to tum to some of the material recorded by Plenckers, 
and comment on some texts of special interest. I shall pay particular 
attention to thematic points, language, formal structure and performance. 

My first text, no.i in Plenckers' collection,*^ is interesting from the 
thematic point of view, because it contains a dawn finale comparable to the 
same theme in some early Andalusian kharjas and in troubadour poetry. The 
initial part of the Arabic text is as follows: 

i.laydltsurQrlJihusnizamdni 
2. Inna-hdtamiir\'ankulliinsdni •.• 
j.BitndJTsuriir\farhdnwa-salwdni 

4. Fa-ftaqnd 'l-sabdh \ isrd' li-ajli , 
5. LdSydsabdh\farraqtalThmlT 
6. Bi-'lldhiydsabdh\ijma'liSamlt 

1. Nights of joy in the goodness of time • 
2. They will pass away for every human being; 
3. We were passing the night in gladness and joy. ? 

4. In the morning we woke up; I was hastened to my fate; , ,. ;.,;. 
5. Why, o moming, did you separate me from our rendez-vous? , • , ." ,. 
6. By God, Moming, bring us together again! , :,;,, vVl,-^ < 
In the first three lines in particular, we can perceive an isosyllabism, which 
corresponds with the musical notes. It should be noted, however, that there 
are considerable variations between lines 4-6 as given above and the versions 
to be found in Yalas and HafiiawT and in other recorded versions. 

The next text, Plenckers no.5,*"* has a description of a drinking scene in a 
garden as moming is approaching. In fact, most of the themes in Plenckers* 
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collection are connected with drinking. V^ ' 
There are two variant texts, one of them also being found in part in Yalas 

and HafnawT. The first variant goes as follows: . 
1. Rayta 'l-riydda qad labas \ tawbanjadtd min nuwwdr \ ya mawldya 

Jih min Hardb md naditq 
2. Hawla-hu 'l-banasfaj wa-l-yds | habaq ma'ajullindr \ yd mawldya 

Jih min iardb md nadHq 
5. Ida yahmmu 'l-nafas \ yahki 'l-misk ma'a 'l-'uqqar \ yd mawldya 

jih min iardb md nadQq 

1.1 saw that the gardens have clothed themselves in a new covering of 
white flowers; o my lord, there are drinks for us to taste there. 

2. Around them are violets, myrtle and basil, together with pomegranate 
blossoms; o my lord, there are drinks for us to taste there. 

3. When they give out breath, they are like musk together with wine; o my 
lord, there are drinks for us to taste there. 

The variant recording has another refrain: 

yd mawldya,Jliardb md [a]ladda-hu 

o my lord, there are drinks; how delicious they are! 

In Yalas and Hafnawrs text there is no addition of the kind yd mawldya etc. 

The text itself is also slightly different. Thus the second and third Unes are: 

2. Hawla 'l-banafsaj wa-l-ds | wa-'abaq ma'ajullandr 
5. 'Idd yahubbu 'l-nastm \ naSummu miska 'l-zahari 

2. Through the violets, myrtle and the fragrant flowers together with 
pomegranate blossoms, 

3. When the wind blows [through them], we sniff the musk of the flowers; 

Line 2 contains a variant that is classical Arabic rather than dialectal, ds 
instead of yds. Also, there are no additions and no attempts to make the first 
hemistichs rhyme with each other. This approach is possible only by 
treating long and short syllables as having no difference at the end of the 
hemistich: labas (for labis), yds, nafas. 

Sometimes, however, the singers appear not to pay much attention to the 
original rhyme, especially when its meaning has become obscure to them. 
Text no.67 represents a stanza whose musical performance produces in 
various respects a text that is different from that collected by Yalas and 
HafhawT. This latter is apparently nearer to the 'original' text of the 
muwaHah. For each line I give first the recorded text, then that coUected by 
Yalas and HafhawT (variants being indicated by Roman characters):** 

I. Guzayyili sukkar nabdt \ mQld l-'uyQn mugannijdt \ 
li-dd 'l-gazdl 'aqlT jara^ 
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[Y/y] GuzayyilTsukkar nabdt | mawld 'l-'uyun mugannijdt \ 
' li-dd'l-gazal'zynijzTUt 

2. Sawwartu hibbtqdla li\ — ah yagazdlt — | nurid nashar wa-nabdt 
[Y/H] Sawwartu hibbi qdla IT | — dhya gazdlt — | nurtd naskur wa-nabdt 

3, Nashar ma'a /arm jadTd | mull 'l-'uyiini '1-mugannijat | 
fi da '1-gazal 'aqlT rahTb 

[Y/H] Naskur 'ala tdrin wa-'ud | naskur 'all 'uyun sud | 
qabbaltuh fi' tilka '1-khudiid 

4. Naskur 'aid tujffahaten \ mmmanaten takhwekhaten | 
li-anna-Atvm min sun'i '/-'ud 

[Y/H] Naskur 'aid tujfahaten | ah ya gazall | al-ithnayn hum minfardi 'ud 
The text may be translated as follows: 

I. My little gazelle is sugar candy and possessed of coquettish eyes: because 
of this little gazelle my mind has been wounded. 

[Y/H] My little gazelle is sugar candy and possessed of coquettish eyes: 
because of this my eyes have been streaming; 

2.1 consulted by beloved who said to me — oh my gazelle — I want to stay 
awake and pass the night [like that]. 

[Y/H] I consulted my beloved who said to me — oh my gazelle — I want 
to 

get drunk and pass the night [hke that]. 
3.1 want to stay awake with a new tambourine, o possessor of coquettish 

eyes: because of this gazelle my mind has become fightened. 
[Y/H] I will get drunk in the presence of the tambourine and the lute: I will 

get drunk in the presence of these black eyes: I will have kissed him on 
both cheeks. 

4.1 will get drunk in the presence of two apples, two pomegranates, two 
little peaches, because they are made of aloes wood. 

[Y/H] I will get drunk in the presence of two apples — oh my gazelle — 
because they are both made of one single wood. 

In this poem, lines i and 3 are to be considered as adwdr with a changing 
rhyme, whereas Unes 2 and 4 are the aqfal. At least, this is musically so, 
because in principle the rhymes of Unes 2 and 4 correspond with those of the 
respective adwdr, the only recurring element being dh yd gazdlt. This is 
certainly true for the Yalas and HafnawT version, which seems to be the 
original. 

In what sense does the musical performance deviate from the supposed 
original one collected by Yalas and HafhawP First of all, the symmetry of 
the poem is destroyed through the loss of the rhyme in certain cases and the 
ehmination of the repetitive phrase dh yd gazdlt. In my view, the loss of the 
rhyme is due to the singer's ignorance of the meaning of jarat or to the 
oddity of this word in rhyming with nabdt — a rhyme that is not possible in 
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classical Arabic, though, as already mentioned, long syllables do frequently 
»; rhyme with short ones in the muwaHah genre even in the classical period.** 
; Another possible reason for the change in the text is imperfect recollection 
j':, of the original by the singer. 

In the recorded version, a new repetitive element^ da 'l-gazdl 'aqli rahib 
has been inserted into line 3 to correspond with li-dd 'l-gazdl 'aqltjardh in line 
I. The same is true of the repetition of mQld 'l-'uyiin al-mugannijat in the same 
two lines. 

The substitution of nashar for naskur (i.e. 'I wiU stay awake' instead of ' I 
will get dmnk') is interesting. This is a well-known conventional substitution 

i which is made during the performance to avoid falling foul of the strictures 
and sanctions of Islamic La-w in its prohibition of the drinking of wine. The 
substitution is something of a pun and a joke. It wiU be seen again in the 

I -̂  recorded text of poem 106, which I shall deal with below. There suhhdr is 
•( substituted for sukkdr. 

The last important change in the recorded version is the extension of the 
• !, first half of line 4. That constitutes a break in the scheme of the line. This is 

apparently due to the performance: the singer is describing how he is 
becoming drunk with passion in the presence of those two red apples, i.e. 
the cheeks of the beloved. He then remembers other vital parts of her body: 
two pomegranates (her breasts) and two little peaches (her nipples). The 

f" diminutive takhwekhaten, formed by the prefixing of (a- is thought to be due 
to Berber, an influence normally overlooked when we think about the 
muwashh, whatever the period might be. 

These two stanzas of text no.67 give a clear insight into how dramatically 
a poem can be changed textually due to reasons of the performance or 
possible forgetfulness on the part of the singer. However, the musical 
performance maintains the original structure which is lost in the text. 

I Among the poems that are in highly classical language is text no. 18.*' 
This has the initial letter and the rhyme letter in 'ayn, and can also be 
represented as organised round an eye. In the Leiden manuscript, the poem 
is represented as a square, whereas Yalas and HafnawT represent it as a circle 
or an eye on the cover of their book. Representation of Arabic poems in a 
form that resembles concrete poetry is, of course, extremely rare; though it 
must be said that many muwaHahdt, when written out properly, have a 
pleasing visual pattern. The text of the poem goes as follows: 

1. 'ajaratlil-ndzirina zabyatun\layta-hdji wasati qalbi tarti'u . 
2. 'ataratjth'ri-hd [vl. min 'ayni-hd] id [vl. hina] khatarat \ tarakat qalbi 

wa-'aynltadma'u 
3. 'amadat 'aid qatli bi-alhdzi-hd [vl. bi-alhdzin lahd] \ ka-'l-suyiiji 

'l-murhajati talma'u 
4. 'amalatjt wasati qalbt hirqatan \ yd turd ayydma 'l-wisdli tarji'u 
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The lines may be translated as follows: 

1. A gazelle is looking haughtily towards those looking at her; 11 wish she 
were pasturing in the middle of my heart. 

2. She makes assaults from her hair [ul. with her eyes] when she is walking 
proudly; she is leaving my heart behind, and my eye is weeping. 

3. She has decided to kill me with her eyes that sparkle like sharpened 
swords. 

4. She is making a fire in the midst of my heart; I wonder when the days of 
union will take place. 

My final example, text no.106,** is particularly interesting. Not only are 
there two recorded versions of it, but also a Hebrew contrafact of it was 
pubUshed in a booklet of reUgious imitations of muwaHahat in Tunis at the 
beginning of this century.*' 
The first version of the text [no. io6a] runs as follows: 
I. laribnd wa-tdl wa-tdl larbu-nd | md bayna 'l-zibd zibd wal-mahdt 

Wal-sdqi yadur yadur bayna-nd | jabinu-hu bad? badi" al-sijat 
Ah wa-surnd suqdh suqdhft] kullu-nd \ md nisma' siwd siwd khud wa-hat 
Wa-ld taqul kasd- kasd-hu 'l-khajal \ khud 'aynayya wa-ld muqlatt 
Hdti 'l-kas yuddwi -ddwT 'l-tamal \ [nagnamu na'tm na'tm sakratT] 

The second version [no.io6b] goes: 

I. Saribnd wa-tdl wa-tdl hrbu-nd | laday-nd zibd zibd u-mahdt 
ah yalala Ian yalala 

Wal-sdqi yadQr yadur bayna-nd \ jabinu-hu bad? bad? al-sijat 
ah yalala Ian yalala 

Wa-surnd suhhdr suhhdr kullu-nd | md nisma' siwd siwd khud wa-hdt 
ah yalala Ian yalala 

Wa-ramaza 'l-'uyiin 'uyQn al-khajal | 'alay-him dayd' dayd'muqlatt 
ah yalala Ian yalala 

Ah man yuddwi-ddwT'l-tamal \ [nagnamu na'Tm na'tm sakratT] 
ah yalala Ian yalala 

The most striking variant in io6b is of course the additional refrain added by 
the choir of singers: ah yalala Ian yalala. 
The translation of io6a, with the variants in io6b in square brackets, is as 
follows: 

1. We were drinking, and our drinking lasted long. In our neighbourhood 
there were gazelles and wild cows. 

2. And the cup-bearer kept circling amongst us. His face was admirable in 
its attributes. 

3. Oh, we all became cup-bearers [passed the night awake]. I heard only 
'take' and 'give'. 

4. And do not say that shame is covering him. Take both my eyes, but do 
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not take the apple of my eye. 
[The eyes of shyness were winking; the hght of my eyes was upon them.] 
5. Oh, who wiU heal our drunkenness? Let us take the opportunity of a 

pleasant drink! 
We can again see in Une 3 of io6b the change from 'drinking' {suqdh) to 
'awake' (suhhdr). The latter is, of course, very close to sukkdr 'dmnk', which 
is clearly what is meant, despite the euphemism. Yalas and HafnawT have 
another variant in line 4. It is bi-khamri nuzTl al-kasal. In the second section of 
Une 5 both the recordings are virtually impossible to understand, and I have 
had to restore the text in both versions by using that found in Yalas and 

HafnawT. 
The repetition of a word in each hemistich of io6b and eight out of the 

ten hemistichs in io6a should be noted, as it gives an insight into the 
relationship between the syUables and the music. The basic pattern seems to 
be of three syllables followed by two syllables, followed by repetition of 
these two, and then the three syllables again. 

The Hebrew adaptation of the song was perhaps made by a Jewish singer 
who was also a singer of the Arabic song. Certainly, the syllabic scheme 
outlined above fits with no great difficulty. The Hebrew text runs as follows 
(with the repeated syllables in Roman characters): 

El, hus 'al 'iri w-hurban-ah \ harbu-ha 'oybim lo kad-dat 
Le-beti shaknah 'ananah \ we-qorban hat-tamW shabat 
Yal'igii 'ale kull-anah \ laqhu 'eres ha/ab zebat 
Hinne-ni dim'afi tizzal \ 'al tehemsh 'el dim'ati 
U-shlah li meshia/i yig'al \ qobal dibie shz'[a]gati. 

We may translate this as follows: 

I. God have compassion on my city (Jerusalem) and her ruins; | enemies 
have destroyed her illegally. 
Upon my house (Jerusalem) a cloud is dwelUng [Job 3:5] | and the daily 

sacrifice has ceased to exist. 
They are mocking with all these things [Gen. 42:36] | and have taken a 
land flowing with milk [and honey] (the land of Israel). 
Look at my tears flowing; | hold not your peace at my tears [Psalm 

39:13] 
3. And send to me a Messiah who redeems | at the words of my wailing. 
As the Hebrew poem has the same rhyme and rhythm as the Arabic poem, 
it is clearly just as much of a mu'drada of the Arabic poem as the Hebrew 
mu'dradas of the Andalusian period were of Arabic originals. The syllables in 
bold type in the Hebrew version are the ones that have to be repeated. There 
are a number of places where I have had to eUminate the shewah na' or 
mobile, but this is sometimes legitimate in Hebrew poems that are based on 
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Arabic models. In other cases the shewah na' is long, in the way that we have 
seen syllables lengthened in the Arabic poems. 

It is possible to argue that these modem muwaHahdt have a metrical basis 
in the KhalTUan system and identify them as being ramal or rajaz etc. That 
may well be their origin. It certainly seems likely when one considers them 
in relation to the music. Plenckers' theory about the combination of text and 
music (the musical setting of the text) gives strong evidence for it. 

As far as the total tradition is concerned, the recordings are an 
eleventh-hour collection, and the time span between them and the period of 
the classical Andalusian muwaEah is very great. Nevertheless, Plenckers' 
success in showing the Unk between these modem versions and the uirelai 
makes links with the classical muwaHah not implausible. It is an area that 
clearly requires much more work — and conference sessions at which the 
wine circulates. 

University of Amsterdam 
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